Primary Advisor Verification Form
Original research paper

As part of their non-course requirements, all Cognitive Science graduate students must submit an original research paper describing their research in one area of cognitive science, to a peer-reviewed journal by the end of their sixth semester. They should work together with their primary advisor to do this.

When the paper is submitted, this form should be signed by the primary advisor and returned to Teresa Salvato, Project Administrator for the Cognitive Science Graduate Program, at 115 Miner Hall, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155. Alternatively it can be scanned in and emailed to Teresa Salvato at Teresa.Salvato@tufts.edu. Also, a copy of the final paper should be emailed to Teresa Salvato.

Note: In addition, this research should be orally presented in public (e.g., as part of a masters dissertation, a talk as part of a lab meeting, course, or symposium). This requirement may overlap with research or a PhD requirement that the student is carrying out in his/her home department.

See cogsci.tufts.edu/academics/requirements.htm for details.

I verify that my advisee, ____________________________, has submitted an original research paper, titled ___________________________________________________________, to the following journal ____________________________________________, on this date ________________.

Primary advisor’s name (printed): ____________________________ Date: ____________

Primary advisor’s signature: _______________________________________

Student’s signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________